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Superimposed AC ripple on lead-acid batteries used in float service has the potential to produce battery heating depending
upon the AC magnitude and frequency. Battery service life is roughly halved the life for every lOoC increase in temperature.
To date, few actual test results have been published to equate the magnitude of AC ripple with the resulting temperature rise
and actual impact on service life. In this paper, we present actual VRLA product responses to AC ripple and discuss the
potential impacts on life. -

BACKGROUND
A survey of product literature and technical papers shows limited published information of the effects of AC ripple 1-4. A
maximum 0.5% RMS ripple voltage (VRMS)is specified in Dynasty product literature and is also a generally accepted industry
guideline; however, it is the AC ripple current (ARMS),which causes battery heating and reduced life. In this paper, we
quantify the relationship between ripple current and voltage and their effects on battery performance. Within the industry,
there has been a conscious effort to minimize the magnitude of AC ripple and increase the frequency to well beyond 60 Hz.
The following tests were conducted at 60 Hz, being the lowest and worst case frequency typically encountered.

Batteries

Standard production Dynasty gelled and absorbent glass mat (AGM) Valve Regulated Lead Acid (VRLA) batteries were
tested. All models are 12-volt, flat plate, recombinant designs. Models included the UPS12-95 (AGM, 33 AH at the 20 hour
capacity), UPS12-270 (AGM, 75 AH) and the Ul31-A (gel, 31 AH). Each battery was equipped with mercury/mercury
sulfate (HglHgzS04) reference electrodes to allow measurement of the positive and negative half-cell voltages.
Thermocouples were mounted within the element, on the outer case side wall with insulated backing, to the negative terminal
post and in ambient air.

Test Equipment

A 60 Hz AC generator with an adjustable current output of 0-15 ARMSwas constructed for experimental purposes. Batteries
were placed on constant voltage float charge at 2.25 - 2.40 volts per cell using a Hewlett Packard DC power supply. An AC
filter was also constructed and placed at the output of the DC power supply, in order to allow the power supply to maintain a
consistent float voltage. Single 12-volt batteries were used for all testing. A 1 amp / 50 mV current shunt was used to
measure the battery DC current acceptance; a 50 amp / 50 mV shunt was used to measure the AC current. Current, voltage
and temperature data were collected at 10-minute intervals using a Fluke Hydra Data Bucket. AC waveforms (battery, cell
and half-cell level) were measured and recorded using a Fluke 123 Scopemeter (20 MHz). Battery resistances were measured
with an HP4338B milli-ohmmeter.

SetUp
Testing started with the UPSI2-270, then proceeded with the UPS12-95 and Ul31-A, in a progression of increasing battery
resistance. All tests started with batteries at, or near 100% state of charge. Batteries were constant voltage float charged for a
minimum of 24 hours at the test voltage with only the DC supply. AC ripple from the DC supply was negligible at less than 1
mV RMS across the battery. When the current acceptance had stabilized, the AC generator was turned on, typically to 100%
maximum output for 24 to 48 hours, or until the internal temperature had stabilized. Tests were conducted at the laboratory
ambient temperature of -20-25°C, with the battery in open air, sitting on a bench top. Battery temperature was not controlled
and allowed to fluctuate with the laboratory daily heating/cooling cycle. See Figure 1 for a schematic of the test layout.



VRLA Battery Design

VRLA battery designs utilize the oxygen recombination cycle in order to minimize off gassing and water loss. By design,
VRLA products need to be electrolyte starved to allow the oxygen evolved at the positive plate during float charge to easily
pass through the open pores in the separator and react at the negative plate. The recombination of oxygen at the negative
plate minimizes hydrogen evolution and the loss of water in the form of oxygen and hydrogen. However, the reduction in
electrolyte volume in a VRLA product compared to that of a non-recombinant, flooded product make the VRLA batteries
more sensitive to temperature, by reducing the battery's heat capacity and heat transfer coefficient. In addition, the
recombination reaction is exothermic (heat generating), further enhancing temperature sensitivity and the phenomenon of
thermal runaway 5.

Temperature Effects on Life

A lead-acid battery's float service life is strongly dependent upon temperature, with life typically limited by positive grid
corrosion. Like most chemical reactions, the corrosion rate doubles, or the life is cut in half for every 8-10°C increase in
temperature. In addition to direct current and voltage battery heating effects, AC ripple current and voltage is also a concern
as it can cause both mechanical (ohmic) and electrochemical (Faradaic) heating, dependent upon the frequency and
magnitude.

Voltage/Current Effects

A battery's charge/discharge voltage response is a function of the applied current. Figure 2 shows an equivalent battery
circuit diagram. The mechanical components can be treated as a series of resistors, where the voltage drop through each
component (terminal, strap lead, grids/paste, separator and electrolyte) follow Ohms law, L1V=IR. Their resistance accounts
for the majority of I2R type heating. The typical resistive contribution of each component expressed as a percentage of the
total battery resistance is shown in Figure 2. The electrochemical resistance, or polarization, is current dependent, but in a
non-linear manner (Tafel curve). The equivalent circuit for each plate consists of a capacitor (CDbh double layer capacitance)
in parallel with two series resistors. The resistors account for electrochemical (RF, Faradaic) and diffusion (Rw, Warburg)
effects. The Warburg resistance term is typically shorted at frequencies > 10 Hz.

AC Ripple

The positive and negative plate surfaces act as double layer capacitors. At high ripple frequencies, typically >333 Hz, only the
double layer capacitor is charged and discharged. The high ripple frequency and double layer do not allow the plates to be
charged and discharged, or cycled. In the intermediate frequency range from 1-333 Hz, the battery may be affected by AC
ripple, dependent upon the battery design. At low frequencies, typically < 1 Hz, the ripple is slow enough to result in cycling,
but the ARMSmagnitude must also be considered.

AC voltage ripple (VRMS)creates a corresponding current ripple (ARMS)' If the ARMSis high enough, the peak to peak cell
voltage may vary around the nominal float voltage (2.25-2.30 V/cell) to such a degree that it will drop to a value lower than
the open circuit voltage (-2.12-2.16 V/cell) and rise to an equal t:J.Vabove the float voltage. The high ARMSeffectively
discharges and recharges the cell on each AC cycle. Increased gassing (dry out) and grid corrosion may occur when the cell
voltage exceeds the nominal float voltage. Excessive cycling can lead to plate wear out. Cycling may also lead to a "walk-
down" in capacity due to inefficiencies in the recharge process compared to the efficient discharge reaction. Even without
cycling, ARMSstill produces ohmic heating and an increase in the nominal float voltage;

Impedance spectroscopy can be used to develop a battery's frequency response and susceptibility to AC. Theoretical
calculations of the battery's capacitance and RC time constant can be compared to the AC frequency to estimate the filtering
capability of the double layer capacitor.



Heat Balance

In the simplest case, the heat input to a battery during steady state float operation is primarily due to resistance type heating:

where I = float current in amps and R = battery resistance in ohms. In this case, resistance is almost solely due to ohmic rather
than electrochemical resistance. Ohmic resistance can be measured directly with a milli-ohmmeter or calculated using the
resistivity (p, ohms-cm), current path length (1, cm) and cross sectional area (A, cm2

) of each internal component (pVA).
Measured and calculated ohmic values are typically in good agreement, within ± 3%. The superimposed ARMScan be added
to the DC value to calculate the I2R heating, adjusting equation 1 as follows, (IA,RMs+IDd2x R.

At ambient temperatures of -20-25°C, the current acceptance during float charge (2.25-2.30 V/cell) is typically on the order
of 0.2-0.5 mAlAD (AD at the 20 hour rate). Due to the battery's relatively low internal resistance, typically on the order of
milli-ohms/cell, I2R heating due to DC float current is negligible. In normal float voltage conditions, with minimal current
input and gassing, the battery's internal resistance decreases for increasing temperature. As the ambient temperature or float
voltage increase, the battery's current acceptance increases and therefore the temperature can rise due to I2R type heating.

Battery heat output is directly proportional to the product of its heat transfer coefficient (H, W atts/meter2
-0q, exposed surface

area (A, meter2
) and the temperature differential versus ambient (T, 0q, and can be expressed as:

The heat transfer coefficient, is simply the rate a battery can move heat from internal components and reject it to the outside
environment, and is dependent upon both battery and cabinet design. Battery orientation and spacing are important
considerations in cabinet design to maximize heat output and minimize battery heating.

During steady state float conditions, the heat input and heat output balance and equations 1 and 2 can be set equal to each
other and the resulting steady state battery temperature or temperature rise can be predicted by:

AC Ripple Voltage Response to Applied DC Float Voltage

In the first series of tests, 13 ARMSat 60 Hz was forced into the battery while at an applied constant voltage float range of
2.25-2.40 volts/cell. The voltage response of a UPSI2-270, yielding a peak to peak (p-p) voltage of 124 mVlbattery or 44
mVRMSat 60 Hz (16.7 ms cycles) on float at 13.62 volts (2.27 Vie) is shown in Figure 3. With increasing applied float
voltage up to 2.40 volts/cell, the peak to peak voltages did not change significantly, see Table 1. At 124 mV (p-p), the float
voltage ranges from 13.56 to 13.68V, well above the open circuit voltage of 12.84V and within the specified float voltage
window of 2.25-2.30 V/c. The ripple current is solely a plate surface, double layer capacitor phenomena, not causing true
cycling.

Voltage ripple was also monitored at the cell and plate level, results are shown in Table 1. Although peak to peak voltages are
the proper unit of measure for battery voltage effects, mVRMSand ARMSvalues are used for calculating heating and for ease of
measurement (mVRMSx 1.414 = p-p voltage). At the cell level, the voltage ripple was uniform, averaging 7-8 mVRMS,
regardless of the applied float voltage. Using reference electrodes, positive and negative plate mVRMS were directly
measured. With the UPS12-270 and other tests, the negative absorbed 65-75% of the total mVRMS.For double layer
capacitance effects, the voltage response is inversely proportional to the true BET paste surface area. Adding electrolyte to
the recombinant system and to make it behave more like a "flooded" design, did not change the voltage response.



For reference and spec purposes, the term VRMS%is used. This value is the ratio of measured VRMSto the applied float
voltage. As shown in Table 1, VRMS%is not significantly affected by float voltage. Note the significant difference (ACIDC
ratio of -300-600) between the magnitude of the AC and DC current. The step increase in DC acceptance at 2.25 VIc (pure
DC to AC+DC) may be due to AC heating. The DC acceptance increase from 2.25 to 2.29 to 2.40 V/c is primarily due the
applied voltage. No significant differences in temperature were noticed as the float voltage increased, as the AC current is the
primary contributor to heating and was fixed at 13.2 ARMS.

Applied Volts/cell
ARMS(Amps)
DC (Amps)
mVRMs/cell
VRMS%
Positive mVRMS
Negative mVRMS

Pure DC
2.25

o
0.020

2.25
13.2

0.021
7.3

0.32
2.5
4.8

AC+DC
2.29
13.2

0.030
7.3

0.32
2.0
5.3

2.40
13.2

0.046
8.0

0.33
2.1
5.9

Cell Temperature Profiles

A temperature gradient exists within each cell and varies in response to the external ambient temperature and internal factors
such as charge voltage, gassing, recombination and AC ripple. The battery temperature was not directly controlled, but
instead was allowed to vary with the ambient temperature swings in the lab environment. The battery was outfitted with
thermocouples to monitor the temperature gradient and its response. The ambient temperature was sensed -12 inches above
the battery in open air. The battery skin temperature was measured in direct contact with the side case wall in cell 3, at the
mid-point of the case height, with the thermocouple tip insulated from behind. Internal temperatures were monitored in cell 3
with one thermocouple on the inside of the case wall opposite the outer one, another in contact with the lead strap connecting
the negative plates and another buried -2 inches deep within the center of the plate stack. The UPS 12-270 plates are 6.0" high
x 6.0" wide. Due to difficulties in inserting the thermocouple into the center of the AGM plate stack without damaging the
battery or thermocouple, in subsequent tests, the temperature was sensed at the top of the plate stack.

During "pure" DC float at 2.27 V/c, with the current stabilized, the temperature gradient vs. time for a UPS12-270 for a 30
hour period is shown in Figure 4. Note how the plate center temperature lags the ambient temperature by the greatest margin,
with the strap and case wall following in succession. This type of internal lagging profile is indicative of externally driven
heating. For graphical legibility, only selected temperature profiles are shown; however, the inside case wall and terminal post
temperatures also follow the expected pattern. The DC current acceptance is stable and extremely low, accounting for the
-0.5"F average internal - ambient temperature differential.

Once the 13 ARMSAC is applied, the temperature profiles quickly diverge as shown in Figure 5, taking about 7 hours to reach
steady state. The internal temperature no longer lags the external, due to internal heating. The daily lab temperature cycling is
still evident, but the plate top - ambient average differential is relatively constant at -2.5 "F. Due to the failure of the plate
stack thermocouple, the temperature was measured at the plate tops. The average difference between the plate top and internal
plate stack is -0.5 OF,so the true internal to ambient temperature differential averaged -3.0 "F.

Temperature effects in a UPSI2-95, with and without AC (13 ARMS)are shown in Figure 6 and yield results similar to the
UPS 12-270 but with a 3.5 - 4.0°F inside-ambient temperature differential due to the UPSI2-95's lower opposed plate surface
area and higher resistance. Voltage ripple increased to 66 mVRMSor 0.48 VRMS%'Cell and half-cell voltage ripple were
corresponding higher, but uniform at 11 ± 0.5 mVRMsicell (8 mVRMSnegativel 3 mVRMSpositive).

Temperature effects in the U131-A gelled battery, with and without AC (14.6 ARMS)follow a similar trend with a 4.5"F inside-
ambient temperature differential due to this product's even lower opposed plate surface area and higher resistance due to
gelled vs. AGM construction. Voltage ripple increased to 150mVRMs or 1.1 VRMS%'Cell and half-cell voltage ripple were
corresponding higher, but uniform at 25 ± 2 mVRMsicell (18 mVRMSnegativel 7 mVRMSpositive). Even at this high ripple
current, the mVRMsicell is not high enough to cause charge/dischargetype cycling.



Resistive Heating

The prior tests were conducted with the maximum AC output in order to obtain the maximum temperature rise for each
model. For additional comparative purposes, the temperature and voltage response was studied at -6, 9, 12 and 14.6 ARMS
using the U131-A. The temperature rise (internal - ambient) is plotted against AC current in Figure 7 and shows the
temperature to increase in proportion to the square of the current. Plugging in the heat transfer coefficient, surface area and
resistance terms into equation 3, the predicted vs. actual observed temperature rise show very good agreement. At 60 Hz AC,
the temperature rise is primarily due to 12R type heating. Even at full output, the peak to peak voltage deviation around the
mean float voltage was not large enough to cause charge/discharge type cycling and further heating.

The heat transfer coefficient and surface area terms are in the denominator of equation 3. As both terms decrease in value, the
temperature rise increases. Flooded batteries have higher heat transfer coefficients than gel which are higher than AGM
designs5

. The increased heat transfer helps to "cool" the battery primarily due to the conductive path between the electrolyte
surrounding the internal battery components and the case wall. Although these tests were conducted with single batteries on a
ventilated bench top, surface area, which can be varied by battery orientation and spacing, can also affect temperature rise.

Product float life is strongly dependent upon battery temperature, so the maximum allowable ripple current will directly affect
service life. Using the rule of thumb that the service life is halved for every 10°C (18~ increase in temperature, the reduction
in life vs. ARMSis plotted in Figure 7 for the U131-A. Assuming 100% life with pure DC, float life will be reduced by 5% at
-8 ARMSdue to 12R type heating and by 10% at -11 ARMS.

Voltage Ripple, VRMS

The VRMS%response varies with ARMS,but is also dependent upon battery design. Correlation of VRMSto battery heating is
less direct, results for all 3 test models are shown in Figure 8. At 0.5% VRMS,the temperature rise ranged from 1.2-3.6OP for
the U131-A and UPS12-95 (5-13% life reduction). While the models are rated at 31 and 33AH, the AGM product's larger
opposed plate surface area results in significantly reduced VRMS,0.5 vs. 1.0% at 13 ARMS.

Battery resistance vs. 20 hour AH capacity is plotted in Figure 9. Resistance increases as the product's AH rating decreases or
for a given AH capacity, as the plate count (opposed plate surface area) decreases. As defined in equation 3, higher resistance
leads to proportional increases in battery temperature due to 12R heating. The use of the ratio ARMsiAHto broadly define AC
ripple guidelines can be misleading as heating is due to the square of the current and the variable relationship between AH
and resistance.

Conclusions

AC ripple causes ohmic (12R) heating that is a major contributor to battery heating. By minimizing AC ripple and with careful
attention to battery cabinet layout, product float life can be maximized. Directly measuring battery temperature provides the
best means to monitor the effects of AC ripple.
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